
BD-1/2 Universal 1/2" Male Adapter 
(120V or 12V) 
The 1/2" mount does not come with a stake 
and is intended for mounting to 1/2" NPS 
threaded electrical devices. 

BD-G/S2 Ground Stake (12V) 
The G/S2 2" diameter stake stabilizes BD-H 
series bollards or PL12 path lights up to 
30" high. This mount is designed for ground 
installations and can accommodate up to one 
3/4" or three 1/2" conduits.

BD-G/S2.5 Ground Stake (12V) 
The G/S2.5 2 1/2" diameter stake stabilizes 
BD-H series bollards or PL12 path lights 
up to 30” high. This mount is designed for 
ground installations and can accommodate 
up to three 3/4" or four 1/2" conduits. 

BD-T/R-12 Trident Spike (12V) 
The Trident Spike stabilizes luminaires when 
mounted in loose soil with its 4x1/4" thick 
mount plate. Available in a 12" spike length 
the Trident Spike is constructed entirely from 
stainless steel.

BD-L/P Leveling Pedestal (120V or 12V) 
The Leveling Pedestal is a perfect solution for 
installing onto a concrete footing. Equipped 
with three adjustable leveling feet this 
mount corrects uneven surfaces up to 6° off 
horizontal. This mount is designed to fit over 
up to three 3/4" bundled PVC conduits.

BD-S/M Surface Mount (120V or 12V) 
Machined from solid brass the Surface Mount 
is equipped with stainless steel hardware and 
a unobtrusive spun copper escutcheon to 
hide mount screws. For durable installations 
of up to 30" high bollards mounted to solid, 
level surfaces only. Designed to fit over up to 
three 3/4" bundled PVC conduits.

BD-P/M Pedestal Mount (120V or 12V) 
The P/M is a robust, solid brass mount 
system designed to be cast into concrete to 
create a durable, unmovable mount point for 
high end residential or commercial projects 
using 12V or 120V. Tooless entry.

BD-JB3 Burial J-box (120V or 12V) 
The JB3 provides a solid machined brass 
wiring box with 2 1/2" conduit entries on the 
bottom. Add "S" for PVC stabilizing stake or 
"T/R" for 12" Stainless Steel Strident Spike. 
Tooless entry.

BD250-1/2 Universal 1/2" Male Adapter 
(120V or 12V) 
The 1/2" mount does not come with a stake 
and is intended for mounting to 1/2" NPS 
threaded electrical devices.

BD250-G/S Ground Stake (12V) 
The ground stake, stabilizes our larger scale 
path lights and our 250 series line of bollards. 
To be used for ground installations with 
remote transformer.

BD250-T/R-12" Trident Spike 12" (12V) 
The Trident Spike stabilizes luminaires when 
mounted in loose soil with its 4x1/4" thick 
mount plate. Available in a 12" spike length 
the Trident Spike is constructed entirely from 
stainless steel. 

BD250-L/P Leveling Pedestal (120V or 12V) 
The Leveling Pedestal is a perfect solution for 
installing onto a concrete footing. Equipped 
with three adjustable leveling feet this 
mount corrects uneven surfaces up to 6° off 
horizontal. This mount is designed to fit over 
up to three 3/4" bundled PVC conduits.

BD250-S/M Surface Mount (120V or 12V) 
Machined from solid brass the Surface Mount 
is equipped with stainless steel hardware and 
a unobtrusive spun copper escutcheon to 
hide mount screws. For durable installations 
of up to 30" high bollards mounted to solid, 
level surfaces only. Designed to fit over up to 
three 3/4" bundled PVC conduits.

BD250-P/M Pedestal Mount (120V or 12V) 
The P/M is a robust, solid brass mount 
system designed to be cast into concrete to 
create a durable, unmovable mount point for 
high end residential or commercial projects 
using 12V or 120V. Can be specified with a 
60W 120V to 12V transformer or 20W/39W 
electronic Metal Halide ballast; toolless entry. 

BD250-JB3 Burial J-Box (120V or 12V) 
The JB3 provides a solid machined brass 
wiring box with 2 1/2" conduit entries on the 
bottom. Add "S" for PVC stabilizing stake or 
"T/R" for 12" Stainless Steel Strident Spike. 

BD250-P/B Power Box (120V to 12V) 
The Power Box transformer enclosure 
provides for 120 volt line voltage feed to 
our low voltage luminaires and 250 series  
bollards. The Power Box is equipped 
with a 60W electronic transformer. J-box 
accommodates up to 2, 1/2" conduits. Add 
"S" for PVC stabilizing stake or "T/R" for 12" 
Stainless Steel Strident Spike.

BD350-1/2 Universal 1/2" Male Adapter 
(120V or 12V) 
The 1/2" mount does not come with a stake 
and is intended for mounting to 1/2" NPS 
threaded electrical devices.

BD350-G/S Ground Stake (12V) 
The ground stake, stabilizes our larger scale 
path lights and our 350 series line of bollards. 
To be used for ground installations with 
remote transformer.

BD350-T/R-12 Trident Spike (12V) 
The Trident Spike stabilizes luminaires when 
mounted in loose soil with its 4x1/4" thick 
mount plate. Available in a 12" spike length 
the Trident Spike is constructed entirely from 
stainless steel. 

BD350-L/P Leveling Pedestal (120V or 12V) 
The Leveling Pedestal is a perfect solution for 
installing onto a concrete footing. Equipped 
with three adjustable leveling feet this 
mount corrects uneven surfaces up to 6° off 
horizontal. This mount is designed to fit over 
up to three 3/4" bundled PVC conduits.

BD350-S/M Surface Mount (120V or 12V) 
Machined from solid brass the Surface Mount 
is equipped with stainless steel hardware and 
a unobtrusive spun copper escutcheon to 
hide mount screws. For durable installations 
of up to 30" high bollards mounted to solid, 
level surfaces only. Designed to fit over up to 
three 3/4" bundled PVC conduits.

BD350-P/M Pedestal Mount (120V or 12V) 
The P/M is a robust, solid brass mount 
system designed to be cast into concrete to 
create a durable, unmovable mount point for 
high end residential or commercial projects 
using 120V. Toolless entry. 

BD400 
Series Bollard Mount Options

BD400-L/P Heavy Duty Leveling Pedestal 
(120V) 
The Leveling Pedestal is a perfect solution for 
installing onto a concrete footing. Equipped 
with three adjustable leveling feet this 
mount corrects uneven surfaces up to 6° 
off horizontal. This mount is designed to fit 
over up to three 3/4" bundled PVC conduits. 
Recommended for concrete installations.

BD400-S/M Heavy Duty Surface Mount 
(120V) 
Machined from solid brass the Surface Mount 
is equipped with stainless steel hardware and 
a unobtrusive spun copper escutcheon to 
hide mount screws. For durable installations 
of up to 48" high bollards mounted to solid, 
level surfaces only. Designed to fit over up to 
three 3/4" bundled PVC conduits.

BOLLARD MOUNT GUIDE
LPL12/PL12 and LBD-H/BD-H  
Series Bollard Mount Options
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